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jazz songs

a

really stand out from the others
lyrically or musically and that
major problem-"coyote
the only one

a

a

a

is

won any kind of wide recognition
and typically that the only song here
fairly subdued
to get more than
with its
audience response
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a

in

it

stewart margaret sullivan frank morgan comedy set
the romantic budapest of times gone by the benevolent but formal
owner of
leather-goods shop
being cuckholded but suspects the
wrong man an employee who in fact
conducting an anonymous lonely
correspondence
hearts
with another clerk
their everyday lives these
two keep feuding vintage bubbling champagne brewed to perfection by
the magic of lubitsch 7:00
9:05 tonight at lorch
a

is

in

hejira

a

jimmy

in

is

slowly mounting musical tension
which doesn't really go anywhere and

friday wuthering heights with olivier merle oberon
saturday chaplin the great dictator

cinema guild we're

showing through the 20th

is

dom helder camara

joni

it

ominous rumble of
keeps things all too earthbound alas
still shackled to the struggle to be
all to
something when you just want
take off shadow and light works better
than any of mitchell other jazz ex
periments-in other words the taste of
vague failure goes down more easily
than ever before
lyricist joni has become
as
steadily more impressionistic and
playful
less compelling in fact
all too easy to ignore what she saying
most of the time now though the sub
tlety and visual charge of her imagery
still intriguing on further scrutiny
she'll probably never be as emotionally

it

joni

we

can't settle for trivial reformn we need to build
complete humanizing revolution without the
shedding of blood for all the talk of foreign aid the
rich are getting richer while the poor are getting
poorer every day

a

though the
jazz sound

joni

a

not completely

the ear-ballad amelia don't really
folk
come together the way
pieces used to but they come close
enopgh
voice has changed
lot
since her folk days too-once lithe and
wide-eyed skittering around the upper
harder-edged
registers she now
sometimes harsh stylist hitting the
right inflections with cool precision
but she still no real jazz vocalist that
still too light too depthless
voice
although
works better at the
playfulness of near-skat especially on
the in
court and spark
cisiveness can get too
as.it
cleaner froth
does here on the dry metallic
des moines she probably couldn't
sound convincing on her folk songs
definitely the wrong time
anymore
for the one folk revival here no less
than woodstock dredged up for the
a

rhetoric

archbishop of olinda-recife brazil
latin america pastor peacemaker
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twisted

peace without development
free
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be reading
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rackham auditorium 3:30 sunday dec 14
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also workshop/discussion with clergy and inter
ested laypeople on saturday dec 13,3:00-5:00 at
first presbyterian church 1432 washtenaw

campus

in

764-0558
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the first album weather report

dating from around 1972 achieved
quite ethereal effect at once rhyth
mically exciting and free acoustic and
electronic tightly arranged and im
chamber jazz
provisational this is
little to the
that owes more than
modern jazz quartet the second

if

a

songs

a

davis

us to the present but the
popular gains represent the
losses of the-cognoscenti for the band
has lost its sense of adventure weather
report
becoming the steely dan of
jazz-competent and popular but
rather dry for really prime weather
check out the early releases and par
ticularly the japanese live set

band

is

is

a

pleasant am
pretentious still create
bience through their pacing and
very in
sonorities all in all this
telligent state-of-the-art stuff
john
and
miles
mclaughlin fusion developed vir
sophisticated
tuoso instrumentals
composition and eclectic influences
that later bands have been challenged
to equal shorter and zawinul left miles
to form weather report and their first
four albums were strong contenders

original
that brings

a

a

a

a

interesting on one level as rambling
musical explorations but uninteresting

few of mitchell

it

r it

a

in

light

these are usually her least appealling
and now most common compositions
as

in
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hat furry

a
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city

riot-it
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equally adept at feedback hendrix
style lead solos and bop lines like donna
lee
cemented
presence
zawinul control of the band and shor
ter receded into the background
playing note by note lines that zawinul
had composed earlier on his keyboards
columbia had done everything they
could for the band from the start and
shorter and zawinul had credentials
that commanded respect but now the
band took off birdland off heavy
weather one of the great jazz hits of
big band tune
recent years
hearkening back to zawinul early
days with maynard ferguson big
band at the famous new york night
club thattboreacharlie parker name
maynard even recorded his own ver
sion every bit as exciting as the

light

edith

drains

of

a

a

break-the arrival of jaco pastorius
the bassist of zawinul dreams

is

a

a

is

call

but she remains outside looking
very smart white lady trying too
abstractly for
studiously
too
something that continues to elude her
her two
shadows and
album live set condenses chapter one
of jazzy joni just as miles of aisles in
1974 provided the last albeit uneven
word on joni as an acoustic observer
before the complex pop bridge of court
and spark as result
has
thematic
charge sense of wholeness that none
her post-'74 albums possibly excep
ting hejira have had the clutter of
studio effects all desperately trying to
evoke some lost chord of primitivism
gone and the relative relaxation of the
stage show relieves the material
somewhat the songs still smack of ar
ty pretentiousness at times but the live
setting and the general tautness of her
current band help to deflate the

a

a

fast city

con
all that

her

if

is

a

a

weather report functions these days
well defined style that combines
in
superfast electronic bop big band bop
and moody exotic ballads this ap
larger
proach has won the group
following than they've ever enjoyed
and the new album continues in the
same vein the title tune
relaxed
midtempo number while
are ultrahigh
and port of
an
rhythm
in
rockin
velocity
i4llington tune with shorter tenor and
zawinul keyboards simulating
big
band sax section milhaud gershwin
and ellington all influenced the slow
little dull and
tunes which though

to the heart of

is

night

a

passage

a

report

subject weather

quoting whitman by way of bradbury
was ambitious and heavy but still very
successful-one side of trippy studio
pieces and the other excerpts from
brilliant live recording released in
japan as
two-record set conflicts
between zawinul and bassist miroslav
vituous became evident on the next
album sweetnighter zawinul brought
studio electric bassist to double
miroslav acoustic lines and recorded
the band first="hit the boogie
woogie waltz the move toward
more popular funky sound continued
on the next two albums mysterious
traveller
wonderful space album
flop of
named after theastronomical
modern times the comet kahoutek
tale spinnin had caribbean flavor
and lengthy thoroughly-composed
arrangements by zawinul that seemed
quite antithetical to the band earlier
emphasis on group improvisation
then with black market came the big
is

some records are calculated to take
the world by storm some to capitalize
on earlier successes and some are sub
dued efforts intended simply to con
tinue a style and please established
fans some new releases in the latter
category would include steely dan
gaucho neil young new one and our

safaris

in-a

a

jerry brabenec

jazz

in
a

by

interesting-even noble-on

stant

urban glamour
interpret the mythos
1940 visions of the
exotic under
side
and the kingpin and the
musicians she worships goodbye
porkpie
sings the blues
and god must be
boogie man all
off the failed mingus collaboration

is

s

weather report
same new thing

methodical-calculatedly

a

s

unfocused definitely trying to get at
something but vaguely unpleasant in
the attempt hissing was an intellectual
probing reach for jazz-a
outsider
awfully
query and an appreciation
serious mysteriously but very
noticeably lacking the intuitive grasp of
the genre that could have removed its
strain joni didn't give up after that fir
st stumbling probe abandoning the
delicate reflection of her earlier folk
based music for more curiously distan
ced intelligent explorations into jazz as
musical form myth and mystery
through four albums chilly critical an
dwindling public response she stayed

the persuasions guest spot
bit too
conspicuous on that reprise but perfect
on why do fools fall in love turned
into doo-wop
more fun than
anything else on the set and fun
what
mitchell has desperately needed
most of her jazz experimenting
joni mitchell hasn't gone stale or just
faded away-how many other circa
1971 folkies'could claim that?-and her
efforts to grow and change to get
right even she never goes remains
admirable i'll always like her for what
she has done and what she con
ceivably could do in the future though
hard as i try i can't really like the
music she creating now shadows and
light more than any of her other jazz
still
works can be appreciated but
only halfway to being really enjoyable

search of definitive
encore and still
version but her delivery-low cool

whatever life there left in it
there are still moments of real suc
france they kiss on
cess here
few flourishes that
main street loses
had on hissing of the summer lawns
remains rhapsodic surrender to
but
rush of ec
romantic conversation
static images and mitchell phrasing
grabs its every possibility shadows
murky farewell mass on
and
the same album has developed enough
sort of
grandeur to be acceptable as
before-and-after anthem-by now its
dignified answer of
lyrics seem like
self-defense toward the critics of all
expression mitchell has dealt with
since hissing bewildered reception

a

a

a

it

ambitious lurchirigly experimental

direct as she was during the golden
blue and for the roses
period
articulateness
now directed toward
being something of
jazz historian
with some traces of the old reflec
tiveness she recycles and tries to re
is

dennis harvey

years ago the hissing of the
new direc
summer lawns heralded
tion for joni mitchell and to most
critics and fans looked like misstep
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two regular sirloin
strip dinners 5.99

two regular sirloin
strip dinners...$5.99

beverage and dessert not included limit one
coupon per couple per visit cannot be used
with other discounts applicable taxes not
included at participating steakhouses
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coupon per couple per visit cannot be used
with other discounts applicable taxes not
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